
STALON X108 silencer from caliber .243 to .375
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-4002-STALON-X108-silencer-from-caliber-.243-to-.375

SKU Designation
French

Law
Caliber Thread

Length
(cm)

Diam.
(mm)

Weight
(g)

MSRP

SI28100
X108 1/2-20 UNEF max

cal. .223 
C .223 (5.56 mm)  1/2 x 20 UNF 23.5  49.1  334  

400.00 € incl.
tax

SI28200
X108 1/2-28 UNEF max

cal. .223 
C .223 (5.56 mm)  1/2 x 28  23.5  49.1  334  

400.00 € incl.
tax

SI28400 X108 M14x1 max cal. .223 C .223 (5.56 mm)  M14x1  23.5  49.1  334  
400.00 € incl.

tax

SI28106
X108 1/2-20 UNEF max

cal. 6.5 
C 6.5 mm Creedmoor 1/2 x 20 UNF 23.5  49.1  334  

400.00 € incl.
tax

SI28206
X108 1/2-28 UNEF max

cal. 6.5 
C 6.5 mm Creedmoor 1/2 x 28  23.5  49.1  334  

400.00 € incl.
tax

SI28306
X108 5/8-24 UNEF max

cal. 6.5 
C 6.5 mm Creedmoor 5/8 x 24  23.5  49.1  334  

400.00 € incl.
tax

SI28406 X108 M14x1 max cal. 6.5 C 6.5 mm Creedmoor M14x1  23.5  49.1  334  
400.00 € incl.

tax

SI28506 X108 M15x1 max cal. 6.5 C .223 (5.56 mm)  M15x1  23.5  49.1  334  
400.00 € incl.

tax

SI28806 X108 M18x1 max cal. 6.5 C 6.5 mm Creedmoor M16x1  23.5  49.1  334  
400.00 € incl.

tax

SI28102 1/2-20 UNEF max cal .30 C .30  1/2 x 20 UNF 23.5  49.1  334  
400.00 € incl.

tax

SI28202
X108 1/2-28 UNEF max

cal. .30 
C .30  1/2 x 28  23.5  49.1  334  

400.00 € incl.
tax

SI28302
X108 5/8-24 UNEF max

cal.30 
C .30  5/8 x 24  23.5  49.1  334  

400.00 € incl.
tax

SI28402 X108 M14x1 max cal. .30 C .30  M14x1  23.5  49.1  334  
400.00 € incl.

tax

SI28502 X108 M15x1 max cal. .30 C .30  M15x1  23.5  49.1  334  
400.00 € incl.

tax

SI28702 X108 M17X1 max cal .30 C .30  M17x1  23.5  49.1  334  
400.00 € incl.

tax

SI28802 X108 M18X1 max cal .30 C .308 Win  M18x1  23.5  49.1  334  
400.00 € incl.

tax
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A high-performance telescopic sound suppressor with low extension after the muzzle.
• Projects 108 mm from the barrel

 

It is optimized to give the best results in .308W caliber and other standard calibers in the mid-range segment.
It is a versatile silencer that can be compared to the Swedish lagom. It is the most popular Stalon silencer that
adapts perfectly to different forms of hunting. It easily adapts to everything.

The Stalon X108 is part of the unique The Model X is the standard in the series, renowned not only as the
most popular silencer, but also the best performing. It can be combined with the Front 108 and 149. The
Front 108 is optimized for hunting on the move, while the 149 significantly reduces noise.

The system of exchanging the front and rear parts allows, in essence, to transform a Stalon XS108, for
example, by adding a Front 149, thus creating two distinct models: XS108 and XS149. This possibility also
extends to the addition of rear parts, thus offering endless combinations if exploited adequately.

The modularity of the system also means that each accessory is available to customize the silencer according
to the user's preferences and needs. Accessories designed for Model X are compatible with all models in the
series, such as open viewfinder, accessory holder and neoprene cover.

Every Stalon silencer reduces recoil, a feature often highly appreciated in a silencer.

Stalon silencers have a long lifespan, being able to withstand approximately 20,000 shots when properly
maintained. For the average hunter, this duration represents much more than a lifetime. Our products can
withstand temperatures up to 250 degrees. The barrel mount, located behind the silencer, has a melting point
of 200 degrees, indicating the need to cool the silencer before continuing to fire. The durability of a Stallion
is difficult to match.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


